Present

Janene Block, Gail Dahlenburg, Greg Newham, Kim Breust, Helen Tyack, Sheree Henman-Elwin, Scott Frazier, Linda O’Connor

Apologies

Michelle Mawbey, Karen Moore, Pat Nethery, Gil Bett

Minutes of Previous Meeting

Read By individuals present
Seconded Gail Dahlenburg

Business Arising

School sign

Ongoing

Account for Kim’s Long Service Leave

Gil absent so held over

School Shirts

Action Scott to organise a photo in the newspaper to highlight donation by Paisley Robertson.

Minutes on the Website

Action Helen to speak to Colin Roberts

Canteen – Coolroom Handle

Job completed but $150 not the expected $60.
Canteen – Volunteers

Student workers are now being notified in the morning announcements.

$1500 grant is available through NAFTA.

Action Linda to put together rough ideas based around the CAPA activities of the school and take this to Sue Ann Matthew for her input.

Linda put together a rough draft of ideas which she took to Sue Anne. She wrote an introduction, added more information and gave back a more polished draft. As the grant states that it is a good idea to do something to make your application stand out, Linda and Brayden have put together an application that should stand out a little more. P & C was happy for it to be finished off and submitted.

Touch Shirts

Ordered.

Cabaret

Action Sheree to discuss burning the DVD with Liam Hackett with the intention that one of the classes do this job. If this is not possible she will give a copy to Linda and someone in her family will do it.

Treasurer’s Report

Gil Absent
Correspondence In

Correspondence Out

Letter of Complaint to Arthur Bradley, Temora Independent.

Cabaret Thank Yous

➢ Sue Mahon
➢ Michelle Stewart
➢ Jill Dunn
➢ Donna Widdows
➢ Gail Dahlenburg
➢ Greg Newham
➢ Shan and Delaney Jaywardene

Thank yous

➢ Pauline Martin - carnival

General Business

FYI only, not for P & C action: Temora Assisting People In Need (TAPIN) will be holding a fundraiser for the Milnes family.

The school will be holding a fundraiser in the near future.

Principal’s Report

Scott gave a brief report in Pat’s absence.
- The school’s student body has been advised on Jason Milnes’ condition and progress. Students were also given advice on how to deal with the situation themselves and also how to interact with Jason’s son Jake to reduce the impact on him. This was basically around the idea of not constantly asking him about – while they were showing genuine concern, it would make it difficult for Jake. A handout has been circulated to staff to ensure that they are aware of the necessary strategies for dealing with any emotional problems students may have as a result of Jason’s accident – see attached.

Meeting closed 8.40 pm